
   

                                          JJJKKKAAA   KKKAAARRRAAATTTEEE   

                           CCCZZZEEECCCHHH   RRREEEPPPUUUBBBLLLIIICCC   
           and 

GGGAAASSSSSSHHHUUUKKKUUU   CCCZZZ   
 

organize 
 

GGGIIICCCHHHIIINNN   CCCUUUPPP   222000222333      
 

 
 

Date of the Event:  11th February 2023 

 

Venue of the Event:  Elementary school Hornoměcholupská 

      Hornoměcholupská 873, 102 00 Praha 

 

Age Categories:  Kata 16+ 

Kumite 17+ 

 

Programme:   10th February 2023 19:00 - 20:00 Presentation 

      11th February 2023 15:00 – 18:00 Start of the contest 

 

Main Judge:   David Havlík 

   

Referees: Provided by the organizer in cooperation with the Czech 

Karate Association JKA.   

 

Competition Director:  Marie Prajzlerová 

 

Medical Assistance:  Is provided by the Organizer 

 

Registration: Until 3rd February 2023, write an email to confirm that your 

team will participate and send it to both those addresses: 

jka.kv@email.cz, kalkus.jan@gmail.com, if you can come with 

some referees please tell us in your registration email as well  

 

If you need some help with arranging your trip please contact 

Mrs. Marie Prajzlerová on marie.prajzlerova@gmail.com 

 

Information:  Ing. Richard Růžička tel. 777 665 052, jka.kv@email.cz 

 

 

mailto:kalkus.jan@gmail.com
mailto:jka.kv@email.cz


 
Accommodation:  On individual basis. You can make reservation in different 

hotels and guesthouses in Prague or you can stay in Dojo of the 

club SKBU Hostivař in your own sleeping bag.  
 

Competition system:  The competition system will be specified on Friday,  

February 11 according to the number of teams registered 

 
 

 Category men-women mixed team 
 

- the match consists of five individual matches taking place in the following order and 

disciplines: 

1st match: jiyu-kumite (ippon-shobu) men -regardless of weight, time 2 minutes 

2nd match: jiyu-kumite (ippon-shobu) women - regardless of weight, time 2 minutes 

3rd match: men's kata - (one drawn kata from the series Heian 1-5, Tekki 1, Bassai Dai, Kanku 

Dai, Jion, Empi) 

4th match: jiyu-kumite (ippon-shobu) men - regardless of weight, time 2 minutes 

5th match: women's kata - (one kata drawn from the series Heian 1-5, Tekki 1, Bassai Dai, 

Kanku Dai, Jion, Empi) 

 

- Competition decision-making and scoring system 

- The competition is according to the rules of the JKA World Federation. 

- The provisions of "sai shiai" and "sai sai shiai" do not apply, both the match and the match 

may end in a draw. 

- For winning individual matches in the match, 2 auxiliary points are added to the total score in 

the match, for a draw 1 auxiliary point. 

- The winner of the match will be the team that gets more assist points in individual matches. If 

the auxiliary points are equal, the match is declared a tie. 

- In the overall table, the winning team will receive 2 points for winning the match, each team 

will receive 1 point for a tie in the match, and the ratio of all the auxiliary points obtained - the 

score - will be entered for the subsequent determination of the overall standings. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                    

   
                                                             

  

 


